DATASHEET - ACTIMIZE VISUAL ANALYTICS

FIGHT FINANCIAL CRIME WITH ANSWERS
IN REAL TIME
Today’s Financial Services Organizations must be nimble enough to make better decisions, faster. With the massive quantities
of data these organizations generate, extracting actionable insights can be impossible without the means to easily visualize
and understand the data itself. Add to that complexity, and a reliance on IT for access to the data, and many business users
feel powerless and unable to make quick, informed decisions.
Expert Data Analysis – No Expertise Required
When investigators have the full story, their investigations are more effective and efficient. With data on-demand and tools
that allow them to create and interact with visualizations, business users can see the full magnitude of their investigations in
one place. These tools must be intuitive and easy to use – no coding or querying needed – and allow teams to collaborate
and dig deeper into their data.
Enterprise-ready tools offer a non-disruptive installation with easy integration to existing financial crime data. Business users
can move away from their reliance on IT, allowing both teams to focus on their core businesses, while letting investigation
teams arm themselves with the actionable insights needed to make faster decisions and proactively address risk exposures.
Industry Leading Business Intelligence
Actimize Visual Analytics combines fast analytics, visualization, and rapid-fire business intelligence without any programming
needed. We allow organizations to get answers to their financial crime and compliance risk questions by enabling them to
proactively navigate the evolving landscape of financial crime threats and regulatory compliance mandates. Our powerful
visualizations provide deeper insights and a better understanding of the risks an organization faces and where its risk
exposure lies at any given time, enhancing operational decision-making, strategies, and processes.

ACTIMIZE VISUAL ANALYTICS: ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS FOR PROACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

Combine multiple views of data to gain richer insights for a proactive
approach to financial crime risk management
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